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"As long as we have bad homes," says
one, "you can have half the male population
turned into policeman, and turn the churches into jails; but it won't prevent crime."
Homes make men. Yet the ordinary parent considers the making of a man so indifferent a task, that like the traditional
Topsy, the child "just grows." And a little
fellow left to his own devices is more than
likely to go wrong.
In thousands of cases, the Sunday School
is given no opportunity to contact the manin-the-making. No Christian influence is
brought to bear upon his childish soul.
Meanwhile, as the months and years slip by,
the plastic character of youth is being hardened in the mold of evil.
When will intelligent parents who call
themselves Christians awake to the fact
that now is the time to save their children?
Never again will the little folk be so pliable,
so tender-hearted, so susceptible to the
claims of the Gospel as they are today.
The choice which a youth makes during
his teens—or earlier—stands a more than
equal chance of being his choice for a lifetime. Then, fathers, mothers, teachers, in
the name of Christ, leave no means untried
to bring the children into the Kingdom
while it is called today.
—Voice of Duty
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RELIEF A N D SERVICE NOTES
THE HOME CHURCH
Appealing Cases
Increasing war pressure is reacting more
and more prejudicially against the C. O.'s
in certain areas. There is increasing difficulty for our people to get a IV-E classification from some local draft boards.. The
proper procedure in making appeal in such
cases is simply to ask the local board for
the privilege to sign the proper application
on the back of the regular questionnaire,
(Form 40). Or it may also be accomplished
by writing a letter to the Appeal Board.
This should be done within the ten-day
period provided for the taking of appeals.
We are continuing in our attitude of discouraging appeals on other grounds than
conscientious objection. Public resentment
can very readily be aroused in such a situation.
There are a number of cases where C.O.'s
have been turned down by the local and
appeal boards and finally by the Presidential Appeal Board, and having refused
induction into the armed forces, have stood
trial before a Federal Court. In every case
from our M.C.C. constituency with which
we are acquainted, these C.O.'s who have
been sent to prison have been paroled in a
short time to a C.P.S. camp. If you are
acquainted with any exception to this, where
C.O.'s have not been paroled after the necessary thirty-day quarantine and the time
needed to clear the parole application, you
will do such men a service by informing us
of the case. We may be able to assist them.
—Jesse Hoover.
* * * * * * *
Concerning Dependents of C. O.'s
We note in recent assignments to C.P.S.
camps an increasing number of men with
dependents. Government has thus far made
no provision for their support. This, therefore, rightly becomes the concern of the
family, the congregation, and the whole
brotherhood. The Mennonite Central Committee spoke as follows at its May 30, 1942,
meeting and suggested a recommended procedure :
"It is our conviction that it is the responsibility of the church to provide
aid for needy dependents of men in
C.P.S. Camps who cannot be cared for
by their own families, and that assurance should be given to men facing the
draft that the church will provide for
this need to the utmost of its ability.
We believe that this is primarily a responsibility of the local congregation
and the general body to which it belongs and accordingly ask our executive
secretary to take this matter up with
the M.C.C. cooperating groups through
the M.C.C. members and report back
to the M.C.C. his findings.
"The function of the M.C.C. in this
matter should be to see that all cases
of need are brought to the attention of
the proper church officials and cared
for and to provide for cases which cannot be cared for otherwise. A register
should be kept by the executive secretary of the M.C.C. of all cases of dependency and how they are provided
for."
From this, one notes:
1. The feeling that the churches want
no one to feel forced into military service
against his conscience for financial reasons.
2. A clearly outlined channel of procedure

For example, if John Doe wishes to subscribe to a $500 bond for himself, he should
forward $500 for the purchase of the bond
' plus $1.00 service charge. Likewise, if John
for anyone confronted with such a problem. Doe wishes to subscribe to $250 of Bonds
All of our Camp Directors are informed (for which he will receive three (3) bonds;
of this position and the procedure in regard one at $50 and two at $100), he should
thereto. New Assignees are being informed forward $250 for the purchase of the bonds
as we get their notice of assignment. Any- plus $1.00 service charge, not $3.00. Quite
one needing counsel or help along this line a number of orders have come in with reor knowing of one in need of such, as per mittance of service charge on the basis of
precedure outlined in M.C.C. action noted, $1.00 per bond rather than $1.00 per subis urged to contact the M.C.C. secretary, scription order. This necessitates the reAkron, Pa.—Orie O. Miller.
turn of the extra fees by the Provident
Trust Company, making added work and
A Challenge to All of Us
expense.
Subscriptions received at the offices of the
A government technical man at one of
our camps recently said when speaking of Provident Trust Company up to September
the camp boys: "These boys have had a 11 from our M.C.C. constituency, totaled
profound influence on us. We have worked $76,160.
Information available from the Treasury
with them during this time and there have
been no fist fights, no profanity, not even Department indicates that it will be two or
three weeks before a suitable issue of bonds
a cutting word from one to another."
The director who reported this statement will be available to which our funds can be
comments thus: "Naturally this made me subscribed.
* * * * * * *
happy but at the same time it made me
Occupational Questionnaire
thoughtful. I wondered whether in the
long drag of the extended period of service,
A survey is being currently made of man
the morale would hold and the influence power available in certain fields of skilled
continue to be profound. In the evening I labor. In the questionnaires being circulshared the statement with the boys at our ated, there is nothing to compromise our
prayer meeting and said I thought it should Christian position. It is simply a survey
be both an inspiration and a challenge to of certain skills and professions.
us."
In at least one section of which we know
* * * * * * *
the next step has been taken, viz. "ApplicaContributions to C. P. S.
tions for Employment" have gone out. Our
church leaders were alert and immediately
Various inquiries come to the M. C. C. investigated the purposes and implications
Office regarding special contributions to C. of this "Application". In the resulting corP. S.
respondence and contacts John J. Carson,
In planning contributions to C. P. S. Director of the U. S. Employment Service,
churches, mission societies, young peoples was finally reached personally. The position
groups and others should remember the of the Conscientious Objector was most
"$2.00 tithe" per church member per 6 courteously considered.
months comes first. Without it C. P. S.
According to his statement, the purpose
breaks down. Some churches and church is to determine the availability for employgroups wish to contribute something be- ment of those persons filling out the quesyond this "tithe". Such contributions are tionnaires who indicate qualifications for
very welcome. Money contributions should certain occupations. He says that there is
be sent through usual church channels to no persuading C.O.'s to engage in work
the M.C.C. office at Akron. For distribution which conflicts with their principles.
of gifts in kind it would be best to inquire
He further grants to C.O.'s the privilege,
at the Akron office. Extra donations above when filling out the "Application for Emthe "tithe" could be designated for clothing ployment" or any questionnaire which they
replacement in cases of need, for medical may receive from the U. S. Employment
care not covered by M.C.C. provisions, camp Service, to indicate that they are not availkit supplies, educational needs and special able for employment in any activity which
projects. Canned food, fresh vegetables contributes to the war effort. He concludes
and fruits are also very welcome provided that this procedure will enable the Employarrangements are made for necessary trans- ment Service to obtain an idea of the patportation. Before delivering food supplies tern of the total available man power withthe director of the particular camp for out infringing on the rights of anyone.
which the donation is intended should be
—Jesse W. Hoover
contacted.

—Selected from notes compiled by Grant
M. Stoltzfus.
* * * * * * *
Civilian Government Bonds
Quite a few of our people seem to be
misinformed concerning the service charge
on Civilian Bonds. A service fee is charged
by the Fiscal Agent, (Provident Trust Company) at the rate of $1.00 for each subscription of bonds for each individual subscriber. This does not mean $1.00 for each
bond, unless each bond is registered in a
different name.

* * * * * * *

CIVILIAN PUBLIC SERVICE
Camp Statistics
As of August 21, 1942, there is a total of
3,961 men in Civilian Public Service camps.
These men are accommodated in 42 camps
or functioning units administered by
Friends, Mennonites, Brethren, and Catholics. In August a total of 117 boys arrived
in M.C.C. Camps.
A total of 73 (soon to be increased) are
on detached service. Thirty-eight of this
number are on farm service, 17 on administrative duties, and 18 on other forms of detached service. (Continued on page 327)
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SUDDEN rainstorm sweeping over the
wheat fields or corn fields at the
wrong time may cause millions of dollars
of damage in an hour. The tall grains, almost ripened, become so flat that no harvester could reap it. After some of these
storms it looks like crops are ruined, but it
is wonderful what the sun does. It shines,
soft winds spring up, straightway the
grain, which was thought to be lost,
straightens up, the golden heads appear,
and the harvest is saved.

A

So it is often when sickness and sorrow
come unexpectedly and suddenly wreck
one's plans and purposes and at least for
the moment, all of these must be set aside.
But it is wonderful to know that God's
sunshine and love come into the soul in
the midst of a quiet waiting upon Him,
and bring not only healing to the body,
but the grace of soul enrichment for that
one who learns that sickness and sorrow
are permitted by the hand of God, to be
committed unto Him wholly trusting in the
unfailing promises of God, knowing that
our light afflictions here, which are but for
a moment, work out for us a more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.

Read the Bible
N these days of stress and uncertainty,
there is nothing that will bring peace
and comfort to the soul like the daily
reading of God's Book. It is said that a
New York physician was consulted by a
lady. She was of highly nervous temperament and was almost a wreck. Anxiety,
fright, and insecurity about the future upset her. She did not know what to do.
After a careful examination, the physician
spoke reassuringly; but he gave her a bit
of an unusual prescription: "I want you
to read your Bible an hour each day. Come
back in a month." A month later she again
stood before the doctor, but something had
happened. She was cured. Then the doctor said, "If I were not to read my Bible
daily, I would lose my greatest source of
skill."
There are entirely too many who neglect the reading of God's Word. They allow their lives to become nervous and iritable. They are filled with fear and forebodings of the future. Let us by every
means we can encourage our neighbors,
our friends, our families to read the Word
of God.

I

" T H E promises of God in Christ Jesus
are yea and amen, to the glory of
God by us." Among the last words of Gen.
William Booth, founder of the Salvation
Army, were these. "The promises are sure
if only we will believe." The promises of
God are like a signed check on a substantial and strong bank. It matters little
what may be the particular need, if it be
for forgiveness, for strength, for comfort,

for guidance, for grace, all we need to do
is to fulfill the conditions which God has
laid down and then believe that our Father
desires us to take Him at His Word. Truly
according to His wisdom and our faith,
His promises shall be kept.
> m%*

<

PIRITUAL blindness existing as it does
today in such great proportions is truly
appalling. There are a great many opinions as to what constitutes the unpardonable sin. It is quite evident to us that our
Lord intended it to be that repeated sinning against the light that leads one at last
to that stage of confusion and blindness in
which moral distinctions are obliterated,
so that one contributes to Satan God's
work instead of acknowledging it work of
God. Whenever a man reaches that stage,
he is already lost, for the hope of salvation must at least lie in the evidence within
us of a capacity to recognize the divine
call. That there is a state of moral hopelessness Jesus recognizes. There are individuals today who persistently resist the
truth and by repeatedly refusing the light,
have lost the faculty of receiving divine
truth. Persistent refusal to known duty is
sure to bring the soul into that state of
final, moral callousness where it loses its
capacity of coming into relationship with
God.

S

On the other hand, what a glorious thing
it is to have spiritual enlightenment. Anyone who is saved today knows he cannot
give God too much praise because He ever
found him and brought him into light. The
depths of our spiritual enlightenment depends a great deal upon us. The closer we
come into relationship with Christ, the
more we will be able to share the vision
of divine truth. As Paul expressed to the
Ephesian Church: "The eyes of your understanding being enlightened; that ye
may know what is the hope of his calling,
and what the riches of the glory of his inheritance in the saints. And what is the
exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe, according to the working of His mighty power, which he
wrought in Christ when he raised him
from the dead, and set him at his own
right hand in the heavenlies."

The Mid Week Prayer Service
N many places today there is a decline of
attendance at the mid week prayer service. Just to sit about and lament over it
will do little good; but if the people who
really have the burden of the work at heart
will become sufficiently interested and help

I
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plan to make this mid week service one of
vital interest in building faith, inspiration
and opportunity for prayer, others will
soon want to join. It doesn't take a very
large group of earnest, praying people to
undergird the whole church with spiritual
fervor and energy.
The mid week prayer service is a place
to pray. Do you pray? The mid week
j>rayer service is a place of self-expression
and fellowship. Do you share it? The
mid week prayer service is a place where
the promises of God, as experienced in
daily life, should be emphasized, experiences shared, answered prayers reported,
intercessory prayers offered. It is by all
means a place where prayer should be kept
vital and simple. What wonderful results
have come out of properly conducted mid
week prayer services.
—
> •>» i

Truth and Error
T is said that when Dr. Torrey was asked
to write a book showing the error of
Russellism he did not think it was
necessary. He then quoted from one of
Russell's books words to this effect, "I
have known where men. have read the
Bible, but remained in darkness though
they had read it for years. Then they read
my books and received the light. After
reading my books for years and seeking
the light, they again started to read the
Bible and got into darkness." Dr. Torrey's
position was this. Anyone reading such
error would at once discover that Russell
was putting his writing above the Bible,
and no sincere person would accept such
bigotry.

I

Dr. Torrey was right. Any person who
puts the writings of Russellism, of Mary
Baker Eddy, of Mormonism or any other
cult, above the Word of God is committing
a fatal error to begin with. Any person
who takes the Word of God and peruses
it with an honest heart will be led into
truth. If the love of that truth is received
in the heart and followed, it will lead the
soul into the kingdom of God and into all
the rich blessings provided for us in the
Gospel. However, if when that truth is
discovered, the individual does not receive
the love of it, he will not be saved, for
the Scriptures emphatically declare, "And
for this cause, God shall send them strong
delusion, that they should believe a lie:
that they all might be damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in
unrighteousness."
In these days when the printing presses
of these many false religions are turning
put pamphlets and tracts by the million,
and colporteurs with a zeal worthy of a
better cause are distributing them from
door to door, it is well if we beware of
these agencies of Satan, and refuse to accept any of this literature. It is easy for
(Continued on page 318)
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CHOICE AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE TWELVE
William R. Hoke
"

A ND it came to pass in these days, that
f \ he went out into the mountain to
pray; and he continued all night in prayer to God. And when it was day, he
called his disciples:"
It may be regarded as tolerably certain
that the calling of the twelve was a prelude to the preaching of the great sermon
on the kingdom, in the founding of which
they were afterwards to take so distinguished a part. The exact time of this
sermon is not certain.
The men whom Jesus chose were not of
the educated class. They were poor men,
of humble birth, low station, mean occupations, who had never felt the stimulating influence of a liberal education, or
of social intercourse with persons of cultivated minds. There was a lot of teaching
for Jesus to do before these men would
be qualified to carry on His work. And
these men were chosen that ihey might
carry on the program of Christ after He
was no longer here in person. Jesus spent
a large part of His time in the training of
the Twelve. It is true that these men might
be looked upon as incapable but, "we must
protest at the outset against the inference
that such men must remain permanently
disqualified for the task of being the apostles of the universal religion, the religion
of humanity. Everything may be hoped of
men who could leave all for Christ's society. Where there is a noble soul, there
is an indefinite capacity for growth."
Jesus would have accepted others if they
would have accepted Him. The religious
leaders of the day were terribly opposed
to the teachings of Christ and thus He
couldn't use them. Many of the learned
men of the day, in secular learning, would
not take time to listen to the lowly Nazarene so they could not be His disciples.
Whenever Christ can't use one group or
one person He will find another to fill that
place. He wanted to train these men.
Many of the highly trained ones in the society of men in Jesus' day would not have
allowed themselves to have been trained by
the carpenter.
A disciple is a learner, pupil, student,
or an inquirer in contrast to a teacher. A
disciple again is an adherent, one who is
identified with a certain leader or school.
Disciple is a term of varying content. The
word disciple is used in New Testament
• literature in various cases. Out of this
larger group of disciples, so called upon
certain occasions, Jesus chose twelve to be
with Him constantly. The number twelve
is significant. There were twelve tribes of
Israel. There are twelve gates to the New

Jerusalem. We are told that the Twelve
shall sit on twelve thrones and judge the
twelve tribes of Israel, when the Son of
Man will take His seat on His glorious
throne. He could have chosen more or
less, but He chose Twelve. Jesus had had
some contact with these men before the
day that He chose them to be His constant
companions. We will now go back a little
and see if we can find out the origins of
some of these men.
John the Baptist had made a number of
disciples under his ministry and it is here
that we find Jesus getting acquainted for
the first time with some of His future apostles. There were five of John's disciples
whom Jesus met and became acquainted
with and later called to be Apostles. The
names of only four of them are given, but
the fifth is thought to be that of John. The
names of the others are as follows: Andrew, Peter, Philip, and Nathanael. Nathanael is thought to be the Bartholomew of
the synoptical catalogues—Nathanael the
son of Tolmai. The following quotation
reveals the thought of one man at least as
to the reasons and faith of these first five
men who followed Jesus. "The faith of
these brethren was, therefore, just such as
we should expect in beginners. In substance it amounted to this, that they recognized in Jesus the Divine Prophet, King,
Son of Old Testament prophecy, and its
value lay not in its maturity, or accuracy,
but in this, that however imperfect, it
brought them into contact and close fellowship with Him, in whose company they
were to see greater things than when they
first believed, one truth after another assuming its place in the firmament of their
minds, like the stars appearing in the evening sky as daylight fades away."

Him would be accepted. He came to save
sinners. He cared not for the criticism.
He alone cared that all men everywhere
might be saved.
We have another example of this in the
call of Simon the Zealot, to be one of the
Twelve. The title given him, the Zealot,
classifies him with a certain political group
who were opposed to the taxation imposed
in the times of Jesus. He had formerly followed a man by the name of Judas who was
the leader of this rebellion. It was not a
wise thing for Jesus to have among the
chosen Twelve a man who had had such a
background. This is our first thought, but
the second thought is not like unto it. We
see that Jesus showed to us in His choice of
the Twelve that all men could be followers
of Him regardless of what their former
status might have been. In the persons of
Simon the Zealot and Matthew the publican we have the former tax hater and tax
gatherer and yet Jesus causes them to
dwell together in love as followers of Him.
Judas Iscariot has been a problem to
different peoples all down through the
age of the Christian Church. Did Jesus
make a mistake in calling this disciple?
Did Jesus know he would betray Him and
thus choose him with this in mind? Jesus
must have known him from the beginning.
But to say that Judas was chosen merely
to be a traitor, as an actor might be chosen
by a theatre manager to play the part of
Iago is not credible. A. B. Bruce sums up
these thoughts thus, "we may regard these
two points as certain: on the one hand that
Judas did not become a follower of Jesus
with treacherous intentions; and, on the
other, that Jesus did not elect Judas to be
one of the twelve because He foreknew
that he would eventually become a traitor."

If we view the twelve as representative
of the Church we might rightly conclude
that some professed followers are not true.
Judas betrayed His Lord by a deliberate
choice on his part and not due to outside
pressure. His motives for such an act are
We find Jesus calling Levi to be one of not clearly stated in the Scriptures.
His disciples before the final choosing of
Different men have pointed out that
the Twelve, and James had previous conthere are stages in the development of
tact, but although the others are not menthese men in their relationship with Jesus
tioned in detail as to their former conbefore becoming full fledged apostles. I
nection we know that they had been with
shall include in this paper the following
Jesus previous to the call to Apostleship.
quotation to explain this view.
"The
The call of Matthew or Levi forms an twelve arrived at their final intimate relainteresting part of the choice of the tion to Jesus only by degrees, three stages
Twelve. Why should Jesus want a man of in the history of their fellowship with Him
this despised class, the publicans, to be being distinguishable. In the first stage
one of His disciples? It was sure to bring they were simply believers in Him as the
criticism on the part of the religious Christ, and His occasional companions at
leadership of His day. It did bring plenty convenient, particularly festive, seasons.
of criticism and real antagonism. Jesus Of this earliest stage in the intercourse of
called this man because He saw something the disciples with their Master we have
in Him that was worth developing and to some memorials in the first four chapters
show to the public that His disciples, the of John's Gospel, which tell how some of
Twelve, were to be representative of the them first became acquainted with Jesus,
Church, and that every class that came to and represent them as accompanying Him

-
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at a marriage in Cana, at a passover in
Jerusalem, on a visit to the scene of the
Baptist's ministry, and on the return journey through Samaria from the south to
Galilee.
"In the second stage, fellowship with
Christ assumed the form of an uninterrupted attendance on His person, involving
entire, or at least habitual abandonment
of secular occupations. The present narratives bring under our view certain of
the disciples entering on this second stage
of discipleship. Of the four persons here
named, we recognize three, Peter, Andrew,
and John, as old acquaintances, who have
already passed through the first stages of
discipleship. One of them, James the
brother of John, we meet for the first time;
a fact which suggests the remark, that in
some cases the first and second stages may
have been blended together—professions
of faith in Jesus as the Christ being immediately followed by the renunciation of
secular callings for the purpose of joining
His company. Such cases, however, were
probably exceptional and few.
"The twelve entered on the last and
highest stage of discipleship when they
were chosen by their Master from the
mass of His followers, and formed into a
select band, to be trained for the great
work of the apostleship. This important
event probably did not take place till all
the members of the apostolic circle had
been for some time about the person of
Jesus."
There is ho question in my mind but
that Jesus had a real task on His hands
when He set out to train these twelve men
in His doctrines. Almost all of them were
steeped in Jewish traditions. They had to
be taught many lessons before Jesus could
count on them to be able to carry on His
future work. The most important part of
their training was the hearing and seeing
of the words and works of Christ. He
taught them lessons in prayer of which
they never before conceived. He taught
them about their new religious liberty that
differed so much from what they were accustomed to under Judaism. It involved
teachings concerning fasting, non-observance of Jewish traditions and rituals, and
the break down in Sabbath traditions both
by words and actions. All of this took
time and thoughtful presentation on the
part of the Master that they might rightly
understand. They were slow to learn many
of the lessons that He wanted them to understand. He had to teach them how to go
out and teach others and give them detailed
instructions as to their behaviour, and
everything.
The development of the
twelve was one of the greatest works that
Jesus engaged in while here on earth.

He chose and that they didn't have in them
for development what Jesus thought they
had at first. A more sane explanation of
this seemingly difficult problem is as follows: it cannot be denied that some of the
apostles were comparatively obscure and
inferior men; but even the obscurest of
them may have been most useful as a witness for Christ with whom he had companied from the beginning. Again it is
well for us to notice that three eminent
men, or even two, out of twelve, is a good
proportion; there being few societies in
which superior excellence bears such a
high ratio to respectable mediocrity. And
last we must remember how little we know
concerning any of the apostles. The writers
of the Gospels were not afflicted with biographic mania, as is evidenced in modern
biographies.

Many have been troubled with the fact
that so few of these men that Jesus spent
so much time with are ever heard of again.
Some have advanced the idea that Jesus
may have been mistaken in the men whom

VISITOR

The choice and development of these
men, engaged the major part of Jesus ministry. I think He succeeded in His choosing and in His training of these humble
men. He did marvels with those with
whom he had to work, and they took His
message to the world following Pentecost.

Is ihe Bible Unbelievable?
T. C.

Horton

HAT a question to ask of people living in civilized nations!
Have
changed conditions in our land justified a
change in our faith in the Bible?
Have the brains of our great scholars
become so brilliantly bright that they shed
new light on the Bible?
Has the incomparable history of the
Church of God been wrought through belief in myths and fables?
Must we burn the books of the fathers
of the faith,—those men who walked by
faith and toiled through tedious years to
help fix our feet upon a firm foundation?
Are we to surrender our souls to the
sooth-sayings of silly, superficial scholars
who sit in judgment upon the Scriptures
and sentence them to the scrap heap ?
Are we to permit our children to be
chained and left in the darkness of the
dungeon of unbelief and skepticism?
Are the true men and women of the
Church to lie supinely upon their backs
while Satan's servants bind them hand and
foot?
Is there not a call from the crucified,
glorified Christ to His chosen ones to unsheathe the sword of the Word, stand like
stalwart soldiers and smite the traitors to
the truth?
Is there no appeal to the honest-hearted, faithful followers of our Lord from
the hungry-hearted, sin-sick, perishing
people who—without God and without
hope—are heading hellward as fast as feet
can carry them?
Who among us will rally to the stand-
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ard; stand the test; raise our voices in
testimony, and by lip and life challenge
the charlatans who are toying and trifling
with the most sacred things in human life
and seeking to destroy the foundation of
our faith and the very fabric of our beloved country?—The King's
Business.
» *»»

i

Speak Gently
Alfred

S. Rotz

Let truth and love your motto be
And lift the banner high.
Deal gently and with charity
For love will never die.
Speak kindly to your fellow men
With tenderness divine,
Preserve the Golden Rule and then
Keep strait within the line.
To speak in love brings highest wealth
And mutual
happiness;
It gives you life and spiritual health
And holy loveliness.
A gentle word with Christian love
Is like a sunbeam fair;
It leads us to our home above
And helps our burdens bear.
0 give us words of tender love!
Be patient and forbear;
With kindness like to that above
Be strait and always fair.
This earth is far too bleak and cold,
And life is far too brief
To jangle, grumble, fret and scold
And kindle pain and grief.
The fleeting days of life's short span
Will soon have all gone by;
But what we do for God and man
Will never, never die.
The sweetest treasure here on earth
For mortals to possess
Is Christlikness and heav'nly
birth
And God and
righteousness.
Help us, 0 Lord, Christlike to be
And gentle as a dove,
Live in our hearts till all shall see
Thy beauty from above;
Preserve and keep us pure and sweet
And magnify Thy grace
Until in heav'n we all shall meet
To see Thy blessed face.
1
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To Achieve Happiness
VOID: idleness, slang, and falsehood.
Despise: cruelty, meanness, and ingratitude.
Cultivate: sympathy, cheerfulness, and
contentment.
Desire: intellect, music, and beauty (of
the soul).
Value: time, money, and health.
Love: honesty, purity, and truth.
Cherish: home, friends, and country.
Revere: Bible, Sunday School, and
Church.—Selected.
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Saharsa: Miss Anna M. Steckley, Miss Esther
Buckwalter, Miss Leora Yoder, Saharsa, B.
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Missionaries on Furlough
Elder and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Gormley, Ont.
Annie E. Winger, Delisle, Sask., Can.
Bish. and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Grantham,
Pa.
Anna Wolgemuth, Lawn, Pa.
Miss Effle Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.
Mary Kreider, Campbelltown, Pa.
Verda Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave., Souderton, Pa.
Miss Martha Kauffman, 319 Spruce St., Abilene, Kansas.
Mrs. Emma Frey, 2501 Bartlett St., San
Gabriel, Calif.
Miss Sadie Book, Ramona, Kans., Box 93.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, 105 N. W. St.,
Abilene, Kansas.
Elder & Mrs. D. B. Hall, Upland, Calif.
Elder and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, 1194 W. 14th
St., Des Moines, Iowa.
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Would You Like $25 to Help You
With Your School Expenses?
The General Education Board offers a
scholarship of $25.00 to that youth of the
Brethren in Christ Church, under twentyone years of age, who writes the best essay on the subject,

"Why I Want To Attend A
Church School"
HERE ARE THE RULES—
1. The essay shall contain from 350 to
500 words.
2. It must be mailed to Elder Albert
Engle, Garlin, Ky., before Nov. 1, 1942.
3. All essays will be judged by an impartial committee selected by the Education Board.
4. Essays will be judged as follows:
English, spelling, etc
25%
Content
75 %
5. Name to accompany essay but no
signature on the manuscript.
6. Essay to become the property of the
General Education Board.
7. DO IT NOW!

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Pa.,
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y.,
Walter and Sadie Reighard.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111.,
Sarah Bert, Supt. Emeritus; C. J, Carlson,
Supt. and Pastor, Avas Carlson, Harriet
Gough, Alice K. Albright.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio,
If any further information is desired
W. H. and Susie Boyer, Eva Dick, Angeline
Cox.
write to
"God's Love Mission," 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
R. H. Wenger
Mich., William and Willa Lewis, Janna
Carlisle,
Penna.
Goins, Elinor Poley.
Home Address: 2033 Hazel St.
Messiah Light House Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
EDITORIAL
Harrisburg, Pa., Joel and Faithe Carlson,
Anna Wolgemuth, Anna Mary Royer. Phone:
26488.
(Continued from page 315)
Philalelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa., Jesse and Esther Hoover, Emma
anyone who has grown a bit cold in their
Crider, Sarah Brubaker.
experience, who has lost the passion for
Life Line Gospel Mission, 832 Kearney St., San
Francisco, Calif., Supt. to be supplied. Grace soul winning, to receive error instead of
Plum, Ruth Bowers.
' t r u t h and to be led away from the Gospel
Home Address: 311 Scott St.
of true salvation.
Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth Street, Welland,
Ont., Can., Edward and Emma Gilmore, Mary
Sentz, Luella Heise.
Jesus Calls Us
Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Pa., R. 2,
HE call may come to us in various ways,
Elwood C. and Ethel Flewelling, Elizabeth
but it is evident that its purpose is alBrubaker.
ways the same. He said to His disciples,
Gladwin, Michigan:
Mt. Carmel, Charles and Myrtle Nye, Lucy as they were mending their nets, "Follow
Gibbony.
me, and I will make you fishers of men."
Oak Grove, Melvin Stauffer.
To Matthew He simply said, "Follow me,"
Houghton Mission, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can.,
and he followed.
R. D., Chester F. and Ruth E. Wingert,
The desire of Jesus is that we may know
Idellus Sider and Annie Winger, Glen Meyer,
His voice and learn to obey it, and with
Ont., Can. R. 1.
Kentucky, Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Him find peace from the tumult of every
Fairview, Ella, Ky., Hershey and Dalta
trial and adversity, the disappointment and
Gramm, Emma Rosenberger.
defeats. He calls us from our life's busy
Garlin, Albert and Marjie Engle, Imogene
tumult
into His kingdom of peace. He
Snider, Mildred Hann.
can still that tumult just as He did the
Home Evangel, Knifley, Ky., Harold and
storm in Galilee. He gives tranquillity from
Alice Wolgemuth, Ruby Clapper.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station,
the tempest; and will help in all experiSask., Can., Albert and Geneva Cober, Lewis ences of our life, if we respond to His call.
and Gladys Sider.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A. and Emma
L. Climenhaga, Rosa Eyster.
As the "joy of the hypocrite," so the
Institutions
fears of the upright are "but for a moMessiah Home, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
ment."—Selected.
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron.
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Robert
B. Resconsin, Steward, and Sr. Dorothy
Resconsin, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illionis, Supt.
and Matron Bro. and Sr. Paul Book; Helper
Sr. Amelia Brubaker.
Beulah College, Upland, California.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Messiah Bible College, Grantham, Pa.
Ontario Bible College, Fort Brie, North Ont.
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Love Feast Dates
Canada
Waterloo, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 3, 4
Welland, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 4
Frogmore, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 10, 11
Nottowa, meet 10:00 a.m
Oct. 10, 11
Springvale, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 17, 18
Clarence Center, meet 3:00 p.m
Oct. 17, 18
Boyle, meet 2:00 p.m
Oct. 24, 25
Michigan
Gladwin
-'..
Oct. 3, 4
Carland
Oct. 17, 18
Rust
Oct. 24, 25
There will be services throughout the day,
including dedication of the new church at
Rust, Sunday P. M., Oct. 25.
Merrill love feast and Dist. Council.—Nov. 7, 8
Ohio
Pleasant Hill—begining a t 1:00 p.m...Oct. 17, 18
Beulah Chapel—beginning 10:00 a.m
Oct. 31, Nov. 1
Chestnut Grove
Nov. 7, 8
Sippo Valley—Harvest Meeting and Communion Service
Nov. 22
Kentucky
Fairview Church
Saturday, Oct. 10
Pennsylvania
Souderton, beginning at 2:00 P. M...Oct. 10, 11
Woodbury Communion Service, Morrison's
Cove District, 6 p. m
October 18
HARVEST MEETING AND COMMUNION
SERVICE
Cedar Grove Church, J u n i a t a Co.:
Harvest Meeting, 1:30 P. M
Oct. 24
Communion Services, 7:00 P. M
Oct. 24
A Harvest Home service will be held in the
Free Grace Church, near Millersburg, Pa., on
October 10, a t 2 p. m., and a communion service at the same place in the evening at 7:45.
A hearty invitation is extended to all to attend
these services.

NOTICE
There will be a Bible Conference at the
Rosebank, Ont. church on Sunday, Oct. 4.
An all-day meeting. Everybody is invited.
P. J. Wiebe

.
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Ohio
SUMMER AT BEULAH C H A P E L —
Springfield, Ohio—Bro. Samuel Lady from
Sandusky, Michigan, was our evangelist fof
the summer revival which began July 19.
His ministry was deeply appreciated by all
that attended the services. One Sunday evening Bro. Lady didn't preach, because people started going to the altar during testimony service. If there is any "set rule"
at Beulah Chapel it is that there shall be
no "set rule"—only to let the Holy Spirit
have His way. And when God gives us the
unusual there is always rejoicing. He gave
us the unusual that Sunday night and we
praise Him for the definite victories won.
On the last Sunday of the revival a most
touching Baptismal Service was held. Sisters Evelyn Bohland and Gladys Pitzer, and
Bro. Robert Neer were baptized. Their joy
in obeying this ordinance was so manifest
and sincere, that the crowd, gathered by the
pretty body of water in God's great outdoors, found tears of rejoicing coursing
down their own cheeks. It was a sacred
and blessed time.
The young people gave their annual program at the Ohio Penitentiary, Columbus,
Ohio, on the ninth of August. We consider
it a great privilege to minister in this way.
The Chaplain of the Penitentiary says that
our group brings them a special contribution. We say this to the glory of God. The
songs which the group sings there are
chosen with the thought of bringing a message to those imprisoned men, and are sung
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Sr. Katie Bollinger was with us last win, ter. She filled her place until the first of
June when Sr. Amelia Brubaker came to
take her place.
We ask an interest in your prayers that
God will have His way in everything that
is undertaken here.
In His Service,
without the accompaniment of an instruPaul and Evelyn Book
ment. Perhaps another unusual feature is
that we try to take some children along.
This year several small boys sang a group
Pennsylvania
of choruses for the men. Bro. Ohmer Herr
was the speaker of the morning.
REPORT OF L L E W E L L Y N TENT
We felt favored to have Bish. H. H. Brubaker and family with us the evening of MEETING—(Schuylkill County)—Great is
September 3rd. Bro. Brubaker gave a the Lord and greatly to be praised. Psalms
grand Missionary talk. Everyone present 48:1.
We thank God for the opportunity of reenjoyed it thoroughly. Sr. Brubaker also
gave a touching testimony. Our prayers go porting another tent meeting at Llewellyn,
which was started Saturday evening, July
with them as they leave us.
There have been accidents and severe 18, 1942. The first few nights of the meetsickness among our number this summer, ings were in charge of Bro. H. O. Musser,
but we still have the promise, "The eternal Elizabethtown, Pa., until Bro. Harry BruGod is thy refuge, and underneath are the baker of Mt. Joy came and took charge of
the remainder of the meetings.
everlasting arms." —Cor. Fern Ulery.
We were also privileged to have as coworkers Sr. Margaret Lehmer and Edith
Gutshall of Newville. The group of workers
Illinois
all came filled with the Spirit and a passion
MT. CARMEL ORPHANAGE — D e a r for lost souls.
friends—We greet you in the precious name
Through the entire meeting our dear
of our Lord. Our hearts rejoice in God's brethren did not fail to declare the whole
goodness to us. Truly the Lord has been counsel of God and many were the prayers
with us and has blessed us.
that could be heard ascending up to the
It will soon be a year since we came to throne through the woods, in behalf of lost
Mt. Carmel. And during.that time much souls. The convicting power of God could
has happened and there have been many easily be felt night after night in the servchanges in our family. When we arrived, ices. But it seems in these dark and trying
there were eight children in the Home, all days people harden their hearts to the truth
of school age. Now there are nineteen chil- and do not heed the warnings; although, we
dren and seventeen are of school age. There are glad for one aged woman some seventy
are two more children who are still counted years of age, who knelt at the altar for
as in the Home family but yet are out forgiveness of sins. We remember the
working in other homes. The State allows promise in God's word that one soul is
us to have only twenty-two and so we are worth more than the whole world and therejust one below our quota.
fore we feel the efforts were not in vain.
The past summer has been a busy time.
The attendance was not what we would
Our garden did well. We have had all we like to have seen, due to the gas rationing
could eat and have been able to sell and and damp weather although the attendance
give away much. We have been able to can was increasing toward the end of the meetapproximately 1600 quart of fruit and ings and the last night, August 5, closed
vegetables at this writing. There is still with the tent filled.
some fruit to be canned which will probably
May the Lord bless and continue to use
bring our amount close to 2000 quart. But our Bros. Musser and Brubaker and our
as our family has increased in size, this will
Sister workers as they go into other fields
all come in very handy this coming winter. of labor.
Our potatoes yielded well and the bins in
We solicit the prayers of all who know
the basement are full to overflowing. We the worth and value of prayer for the work
will have a few other vegetables to store at this place.
in our cellar later as frost comes.
—Bro. & Sr. Cyrus E. Landis
The children have been well for which we
are very grateful. Wayne, age six years,
REPORT OF ROXBURY CAMP—To our
was with us only about three weeks until Visitor Brethren and Sisters. Greetings in
he had the misfortune to get his hand in the precious name of Jesus. We want to
the hay pulley. The fingers are mending praise the Lord for His manifold blessings,
nicely and we certainly are thankful for it. and His wonderful works to the children of
But outside of that, the children have been men. Hallelujah!
well.
The Lord has been very good to us in
We have ten boys whose ages range from giving us a very gracious camp meeting
two of fourteen years. There are nine girls, this year. The State Sunday School Board
ages ranging from three to fifteen years. rendered a program on August 2, 1942, folThe seventeen who are school age have a lowed by Evangelistic services in the evehalf mile to walk to school. It means ning which continued throughout the week
seventeen lunches to pack each morning. It with Eld. EarkSider in charge. Camp conmeant to buy books and outfit with clothes vened from August 8 to August 16.
each one of the seventeen. As many of
The ministry and teaching of the word of
you know we do not have our own school God from Bish. O. B. Ulery, Eld. J. Lester
anymore. The children attend the district Myers, Eld. Marshall Winger, Bish. J. T.
school.
Ginder, Eld. Jesse Hoover, Eld. Earl BosWe have many interesting experiences sert, and others, was inspiring and soul
with the children. One of the most precious stirring. We surely appreciate the teaching
times we have had since we are here, was of Bible and practical holiness from these
the other Sunday evening. Our oldest girl Brethren. The Lord's presence was felt
came and asked for prayer and was very among us in a very special way. Many
definitely saved. One only has to see her souls found help at an altar of prayer,
face to know there has been a definite while many others were anointed for heal(Continued on page 327)
change made.
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Sept. 18, 1942
To all interested in Foreign Mission work.
It is with deep regret that we find it necessary to inform friends of the mission
cause that conditions havte developed in India that have made it necessary for our
missionaries to leave their work at the stations there.
The American Consul in India had a number of months ago reminded our missionaries of threatening dangers, and had advised them to evacuate.
This they were loath to do but since Bro. Paulus' furlough was past due and
passage was available, they returned home arriving here in July.
When they left it was hoped that the rest might stay on in the work. However,
repeated warnings were received from the American Consul and many other societies
were evacuating. It was finally decided by the missionaries that the children should
be sent home, so Sr. Lucille Engle with her too children and Sr. Esther Buckwalter1
were sent late in July, arriving here Sept. 9th.
A few days later a cable was received) from Bro. Dick dated Sept. 10th, informing
us that all missionaries had evacuated to Monghyr. This, we are informed, is an
adjoining district of Bhagalpur where our missionaries were located. The cable also
stated that there was no loss of life or property.
We cannot tell from this cable whether their evacuation to Monghyr is only a
temporary arrangement or whether they will be compelled to abandon the India work
indefinitely
We cannot understand why our dear Heavenly Father permits conditions to come
that have made this necessary; but we desire to commit this to Him with the assurance
that He will take care of the seed that has been sown. The Board does not advise
sending funds to the field at this time.
Foreign Mission Board,
I. W. Musser, Sec'y-

Saharsa, India
April 25, 1942
EAR Visitor Readers:
We come to you with greetings from
the far East, a part of the world which has
now become a theatre of war. For many,
many years India has been free from
wars, and even during these two and a
half years of fiercely waged war, India
stood untouched and practically unthreatened. But now this country finds itself suddenly and unexpectedly open to attack,
and we cannot foretell what the future
holds for us.
During the past several centuries, thousands of faithful witnesses have had the
glorious privilege of proclaiming the gospel of the grace of God, and of His kingdom to the millions in India. Many are
still engaged in this work, and we cannot
tell how long the opportunities for witnessing will be ours, but His orders are
"Occupy till I come." Indications are that
His coming is very near.
One time as Christ sat upon the Mt. of
Olives, the disciples came unto Him privately and said, "Tell'us wfeat shall be the
sign of Thy coming, and of the end of the
w o r l d ? " He replied, "This gospel of the
kingdom shall be preached in the whole
world for a testimony unto all nations;
and then shall the end come."
In countries whose governments are
distinctly anti-Christian it would appear
that the work of witnessing has come to an
end, in so far as missionary work is concerned. Many missions have had to close
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is continuing and witnessing among the
people is still our privilege. We praise
God for open doors.
The girls in the orphanage are well and
the number has increased even this year.
To the many faithful supporters who have
been supporting a child from the time they
were admitted by us, I wish to express our
deep appreciation. It is my practice as
you know, to write to you personally, when
I acknowledge your offerings, but during
the war there has been a lot of irregularity,
and even sometimes mails might have been
lost. If this has been the case, and you
have failed to get that personal letter, I
feel sure that you will understand.
We know that your hearts are with us
in this work, and your sympathy and prayers for us in these days of anxiety are indeed a source of comfort and inspiration.
By His grace, we purpose to be true to our
calling.
Yours in Him,
Anna M. Steckley.

REPORTS FROM AFRICA
The Mbabuli Love Feast
FTER a number of stops, some of which
A
were planned others not, our fifty
mile journey ended in Bro. Hershey's

down. The war has seriously affected the
work of missions in Malay, Philippines, camp at six-thirty Friday evening, July
Burma and other eastern countries. India 24th. We thanked God for a safe arrival,
has received practically all mission and appreciated the hearty welcome which
evacuees from Burma and elsewhere. We we received.
The glow of various camp fires and the
are thankful that up to the present it is
still possible to carry on here in India, and hum of many voices told us that others
by His grace, your prayers and co-oper- had arrived also. The "Missionary's hut,"
ation we hope to "Occupy till He comes." which is now found at many of the
The work at Saharsa is moving along schools, and the temporary booths promuch as usual. The new cottage for the vided ample and comfortable accommodaorphanage worker is now being used and tion. Before long our beds were set up,
is much appreciated. We thank all who dinner eaten and the bell called us, one
had a share in it as well as the new dormi- and all, to the church. Dhlodhlo led the
tory for the girls. I should like to write anticipating group in worship and prayer,
Twelve
personally to all, and hope to do so some after which we greeted them.
time, but not at the moment. Your ready schools were represented, the fartherest one
response to our appeals greatly inspires us. being about twenty-five miles away. Would
The medical w o r k
continues to grow in
spite of war and high
prices for medical supplies. Some of the essential medicines are
now almost unobtainable. Quinine, the specific remedy for malaria, and which is greatly
needed in this malarial
district is extremely difficult to purchase and
the price beyond our
reach. If the war continues we shall no doubt
experience many more
difficulties, in procuring
necessary supplies.
The evangelistic work
The New Cottage for Orphanage Workers at Saharsa
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you have walked that far to attend a baptismal and a communion service?
The preliminary testimony service on
Saturday morning was an inspiration indeed. One woman, endeavoring to express
her joy in the Lord, said, "It is like finding
a new nest of eggs." Upon inquiring we
learned that she has recently renewed her
covenant with the Lord. Another, a little
later,' said that she used to worship the
"spirits" but now she worships the living
God. Yes, the song of the redeemed is
like music in our ears, and what must it
be to our precious Redeemer?
Touching also were the tokens of respect
paid to the teacher's wife, who was called
from his side just recently. She was a
"mother in Israel" to many, and we have
no doubt but that she is with her Lord,—
one of the early trophies. Praise the Lord!
Matibini is finding his comfort a n d '
strength in the Lord, but he and his children surely need your prayers. One of the
girls is here in school now.
After a stirring message from Eph. 4,
by Dhlodhlo, an enlightening and searching discourse on baptism, by Bro. Hershey,
and a few fitting remarks on Matt. 18, by
Bro. Winger, thirty-eight applicants were
accepted and two women and two men
were received back into church fellowship.
We were thankful for the pool of water
which was not far away but, it not yet
being advisable for Bro. Winger to do any
baptizing, the sun was setting when Bro.
Hershey finished.
Forty-two souls "added to the church"!
Among them were young girls, a few older
boys, one man, some middle aged women
and one who must be near or in her
eighties,—babes in Christ, who need your
unceasing and sincere prayers. The girls
and women far outnumber the boys and
men, which presents a distressing and
ever-increasing problem in the work. Some
of them have returned to homes and communities where the light has only lately
shined;—wee lambs, in the midst of howling wolves indeed! When the Spirit bids
you pray for them, do not fail to obey
Him.

themselves. Oh, do not forget to pray for
them.
The parting time came all too soon,
farewells were said, and we left the camp
about 3:00 o'clock just as an unseasonable
shower began to fall. Some natives who
were also homeward bound and Bro. Hershey, who remained there yet that night,
helped us across the river where we stuck
in the deep, dry sand on Friday evening.
As we passed the people, some on bicycles
and others on foot, and noted their happy
faces—despite the fact that they were getting very wet—we waved another good-bye
and thanked God for one more contact
with them.
We arrived home safely and trust that
others did also.
—Naomi Lady

There were two hundred and seventy-six
in the two services at midday on Sunday.
Dube spoke to those in the church, while
it was my privilege to talk to the older
girls outside. Some of them looked at me
with an open face and a clear eye, while
others were quite the opposite. But each
one is a living, never-dying soul which has
been bought at a great price. Will you
help us claim the purchase of Jesus' precious blood? We are thankful for those
among them who are now in the fold.
At both of the services on Saturday
night, as well as on Sunday, there were
those who asked for prayer. Some of
their heart-cries still ring in my ears,—•
wives, for backslidden husbands; mothers,
for wayward children; and. others for
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June at Matopo
I. The first day of June,—but not a
balmy spring day as it may be in the U.
S. A., for this is our winter season. This
is also the beginning of our mid-term holidays. The most of the boys have gone
home but a few must remain to work for
school fees, or books. Our prayers follow
those who have gone home. Their temptations will be many, and many of them do
not have staunch Christian parents to encourage them in the Christian life. Our
prayer is that they may be witnesses for
Him and lead others to the Cross.
3. Sisters Anna and Elizabeth Engle left
to-day for a six weeks' holiday. May the
Lord go with them and give them a time
of refreshing in both body and soul.
I I . Brother Hershey passed through on
his way to Mtshabezi, and announced the
arrival of a little daughter, Lenora Faye.
18. Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt, missionaries
from Hope Fountain Mission, and several
friends spend a few hours with us.
20. Brother and Sister Winger arrive in
the afternoon. We are thankful he has
been spared to us and these people a little
longer. May he have a complete and
speedy recovery from his operation.
21. Brother Winger greeted the people
in the main service to-day. They were very
happy to welcome him back again. Many
prayers ascended to the throne of Grace in
his behalf while he was in the hospital.
Naka Enochi, the native overseer's wife,
was at the church service to-day. This was
the first she has been in service for over
two years. Our prayer is that she may
have a complete recovery and thus be able
to give her husband more help in his work.
23. Brother and Sister Hershey and
Lenora Faye stopped in for a short visit.
May the little one be a blessing in the
home and also to the people about her.
24. To-day in reading Exodus 10 we
were impressed with the danger in Pharoah's third offer of a compromise to
Moses. The danger in parents going to
worship God and leaving the children be-
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hind. May God help us as parents that
we do not put worldly prosperity and
position for our children above their spiritual life. Both are desirable but God
must have the first place in our lives if we
are to have his smile of approval upon us.
25. Dhlodhlo, our native overseer, spoke
in Prayer meeting to-day. He needs our
prayers that as he goes from place to place
declaring the word he may have wisdom
from above to declare it aright. Just as it
was necessary for the Israelites to follow
the ark of the covenant and keep their eyes
upon it, just so must these people keep
their eyes upon the Lord and obey His
commands if they are to have the joy of
the Lord in their souls. Satan puts many
temptations in their way and only the
power and grace of God can keep them
from falling.
Albert Brenaman.

July at Matopo
3. Prayer Day. We had special prayer
for our rulers that wisdom might be given
them in these days of perplexity.
4. Naka Enocki, the wife of our native
overseer, after being in the hospital here
for two months returned to her home much
improved. She has been ill for over two
years. We do praise God for touching her
body.
5. This being the first Sunday of the
month the regular preaching service was
followed by a meeting for the church
members.
7. Brother Hershey passed through enroute to Bulawyo to meet the Manns from
the coast and the Eyers from the north.
8. The Manns, Eyers, and Brother Hershey stopped a few minutes; they were on
their way to Mtshabezi for the Executive
Board meeting. (Ruth and Robert Mann
and Rosemary Eyer were along). Brother
Eshelman left for Mtshabezi this morning.
9. Sister Eshelman, David, and the
Brenamans went to Mtshabezi this A. M.
All the Southern Rhodesia workers except
the three sisters on holiday to the coast
spent the day at Mtshabezi. We appreciated this day of fellowship with our coworkers. In the evening while the brethren were finishing up some business the
sisters met in the living room for a period
of prayer. Sister Lady directed our meditation along lines of laying ourselves anew
upon the altar, so that we may each be
used more fully by God. The presence of
God was felt in our midst.
Sisters Eyer, and Eshelman and the
Brenamans returned to Matopo this evening. The Georges spent the night with
us, also.
10. The Georges returned home by way
of Bulawayo. Sisters Eyer and Eshelman
went to Bulawayo for Ruth Winger and
Lois Eshelman; this is their mid-term holi(Next page please)
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THE NEED OF SPIRITUAL DEFENSE
Rev. H. E. Wiswell, A. B., Th. B., Fort Wayne, Indiana
" I X E E P thy heart with all diligence; for
IX out of it are the issues of life."
Prov. 4:23.
The heart is the center of human life.
The phraseology of this text suggests the
idea that the heart is a reservoir to be well
guarded, because of the streams which flow
out from it. These streams are suggested
in the verses which follow. Listen to the
entire paragraph: "Keep thy heart with all
diligence; for out of it are the issues of
life. Put away from thee a froward mouth,
and perverse lips put far from thee. Let
thine eyes look right on, and let thine eyelids look straight before thee. Make level
the path of thy feet, and let all thy ways
be established. Turn not to the right hand
nor to the left; remove thy foot from evil."
So, in the thought of the wise man, one
stream flows away from the heart thru the
mouth and the lips in the form of speech;
and another stream flows out thru the eyes
in the things we see and pursue with our
sight; and still another stream flows away
along the track of our feet in our deeds.
But the heart is the source of them all.
Does not the Scripture say, "Out of the
abundance of the heart the mouth speake t h ? " It is a demonstrated fact that the
things that we cherish in our hearts will
soon be the things our feet pursue, and
which will be crystallized in our deeds.
I have been told that in the building of
one of the great railroads of the East, the
engineers and contractors were paid by
the mile, and consequently they put in
many curves which ought to have been
avoided. This story does not seem probable, but the fact remains that hundreds of
trains have had to go around these curves
every day for fifty years, causing an
enormous and ever-increasing loss. For
several years the railroad company has
been cutting out these curves and straightening the line, at an expense of millions
of dollars.
So the writer of our text would suggest
to us that every bad habit is a curve, which
comes from a defect in the heart. How
careful we should be of the lines upon
which our lives are laid out. Any curve
put in the life of a young man or woman
imposes itself upon all the traffic of life
that passes over that line. If you form evil
habits in the way of deceit, then thruout
all your life, unless the heart back of it be
regenerated, you will travel around lying
curves. If you form the habit of self-indulgence through strong drink, you thrust
yourself upon a curve which in all probability will ruin your life to all that is high
and holy and will damn your soul in hell.
And so illustrations might be suggested in
every department of life. The heart is the
citadel, it is the power-house, it is the

reservoir, the fountain of our lives, and
we need to guard it above all the things we
guard.
A heart full of good purpose to do right
and to fulfill the mission for which God
created you, means that day by day your
life in speech and in conduct shall be
wholesome and pleasing to God, your fellow men, and yourself.
If you leave the gates of your hearts
unguarded, you may rest assured that
greed, or love of pleasure, or sensual indulgence will creep in and little by little
they enlarge themselves until they crowd
out of the heart everything else, and thus
evil will master and control you. The way
to triumph is to keep the heart so full of
the good purpose that you give the evil no
place for standing-room.
A successful manufacturer tells this story
of an engineer who wanted to take the
manufacturer's stationery engine, because
he could no longer obtain employment on
the railroads. An investigation revealed
the fact that the man was a good and valuable engineer, but he had been discharged
for repeated drunkenness. In spite of the
discouraging report, the manufacturer
hired the man. During the first week of
his stay he passed through the engine room
many times, but never found anything
amiss. In fact the most critical inspector
failed to find anything about either the
engine or boilers that showed the faintest
symptoms of neglect or carelessness. Several weeks passed. The mar. who had been
recommended as one who would work for
five days, then be drunk for two days, had
not swerved a hair from duty. Then one
morning as the employer was passing
through the engine-room, the engineer said,
"I should like to have a moment with you,
sir." And this was his story, "Thirty-two
years ago I drank my first glass of liquor,
and steadily increased in the drink habit
for many years. For the past ten years, up
to last month, no week passed without a
Saturday night drunk. I tried in vain to
quit. My wife died praying that I might
be rescued. I signed pledges and joined societies, but appetite was still my master.
When I came to work for you I did not expect to stay a week; I was nearly done for;
but now!"—and the engineer's face lighted
up with an unspeakable joy—"in this extremity, I found the sure remedy! I am
saved from my appetite!" "What is your
remedy?" asked the employer, with great
emotion. The old engineer took up an open
Bible that lay, face down, on the windowledge, and read, "The blood of Jesus
Christ, His Son, cleanseth us from all sin."
My friend, I proclaim to you the Gospel that saved this engineer. Open the
doors of your heart to Jesus Christ, that
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in the beauty and glory of His dominion
you shall not only live worthily in the
world, but shall abide in His peace. Amen.
—Missionary Worker.

July at Matopo
(Continued from page 321)
day. They returned to Mtshabezi in the
evening.
11. The Eshelmans and Eyers returned
to Matopo this evening.
12. Brother Eyer brought the message
today; his text was found in Acts 3:6-9.
We are offering the people something
money can not buy.
13. The Manns came to Matopo to spend
a few days. We enjoyed these days of
fellowship with our co-workers from the
north.
15. Sisters Engle, Wengert, and Brenaman returned from their short holidays to
the coast. We were glad to welcome them
back. The Manns and Eyers left for Northern Rhodesia.
16. Sisters Engle and Wengert and the
Brenamans left for Mtshabezi this P.M.
They plan to spend the week end at Ntunte
out-school attending the love feast on Saturday and Sunday at that place.
18. Sister Lehman arrived from Macha
for a two weeks holiday. It is a year and
a half since we saw her last.
19. Sisters Engle and Wengert and the
Brenamans returned from the love feast
tired, and sleepy, but refreshed in spirit.
There were ten baptized on Saturday and
eighty-five communed on Sunday.
Among the interesting experiences of
the week end was the crossing of a sandy
river bed (dry) and sleeping under the
stars except for a few branches around
and overhead to make a shelter.
20. Sister Lehman left for Mtshabezi.
The first of the pupils returned for school.
22. School opened for the second term.
We regret the absence of a few faces.
Satan is a very present enemy. Pray that
these boys and girls may have God-given
strength to resist his onslaughts.
23. Sister Lehman returned from Mtshabezi.
29. Mr. Bevan, representative of the
British and Foreign Bible Society, arrived
at dinner time. He is very much interested
in the things of God.
30. Mr. Bevan spoke to the school this
morning and then left for Mtshabezi. Sister Lehman brought us our message in
European prayer meeting this evening.
31. Sister Lehman left for Bulawayo;
she will return to Northern Rhodesia on
Monday.
The Executive Board meeting and the
school holidays were responsible for so
much traveling this month. It was the unusual rather than the usual.
Mary L. Brenaman.
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WHAT GOD DOES FOR THE
BACKSLIDER
Dale E. Jessup
ACKSLIDING from God begins in the
heart, I Kings 11:9. There can be no
question about the backslidden condition
of the church today when we consider the
coldness of heart in the great mass of believers.
Are you a backslider? "Tex" Carroll
says you are, if you don't love Christ
more, are not a better Christian than you
were yesterday. What does God do about
backsliders? Let the Bible answer, and
take warning.
The backslider is a believer who turns
back into ways of sin. But why should any
man do that? After he has once tasted the
blessings of salvation, why should he ever
think of going back to the husks of worldliness? It is because the carnal nature,
inherited from Adam and still living
within us, is allowed to control the life.
It is because one's will is not yielded to
the Spirit's guidance and control, but is
given over to the dominance of the flesh.
Lot is the well-known example of the
backslidden believer. We know that he
was a saved man because of what we read
in II Pet. 2:6-8. The words "just,"
"righteous," and "righteous soul" are
never applied to an unsaved man in the
Bible. Yet Lot stayed far from God. Read
his story in Genesis 11 to 14, 18 & 19.
How Does a Man Backslide?
The greatest influence exerted upon Lot
was that of his uncle, Abraham. Abraham
was Lot's guardian after his father died,
and he brought Lot with him to the promised land of Canaan. Doubtless it was
Abraham's faith that led to Lot's conversion.
But remember that it was Abraham who
took Lot to Egypt when the testing famine
came to Canaan, Gen. 12:10; 13:1. Though
this compromise was a bitter experience to
Abraham, he somehow got over it as soon
as he returned to his altar in Canaan. He
took much wealth from Egypt, but we
never read of its being a temptation to
him.
Lot did not fare so well, for Egyptian
wealth was his snare and he never unlearned the lessons he received in Egypt.
One wonders how Lot's life might have
been different had he not gone to Egypt
with Abraham. "Small sins in great men
cause great sins in small men." "Be careful lest you wrongly influence a weaker
brother."
Backsliding is gradual. First, Lot allowed his herdmen to quarrel with Abraham's
because there was not enough room for the
two of them to dwell together and pasture
their flocks and herds. Then he allowed his
wealth to separate between him and his
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THE STORY OF LOT
uncle, the only spiritual companion he
could have had in Canaan. Big-hearted
Abraham explained to Lot that they must
separate, and then gave him the choice of
the land. Lot should have thanked him
and told him to take first choice, since God
intended that Abraham should have it all
anyway.
But no: we read, "And Lot lifted up his
eyes, and beheld all the plain of Jordan,
that it was well watered everywhere . . .
like the land of Egypt" (Gen. 13:10). He
still had his mind on Egypt. Lot "pitched
his tent toward Sodom," probably never
intending to live in the city itself. But it
was the crucial, deciding step of his backsliding. For we read "But the men of
Sodom were wicked and sinners before
God exceedingly," Gen. 13:13. He chose
to be in wrong company, and wealth led to
that decision.
God always sounds the alarm to His
erring children, with strong warnings.
Gen. 14 tells of his capture by the enemies
of Sodom, and about his recapture and release by Abraham. The place of wealth
was the place of danger, and raiders from
the east headed for Sodom first. The man
of power was not Lot, the soft man of the
plains, but Abraham the man of God on
the mountains. It was a work of God's
grace that Lot was so eloquently warned,
then delivered.
Did Lot learn his lesson? Did he leave
the plain and the sinners of Sodom? To
his later sorrow he did not, though surely
his heart would have been filled with misgivings. He moved right back to the plain
of Jordan.
Christian, take warning when God
speaks, "Let him that thinketh he standeth
take heed lest he fall." Seeking wealth, or
trying to conserve it, is a common cause of
backsliding. Other causes are: lack of
close fellowship with God—"Peter followed afar off"; companionship with sinful
friends; ambition to get ahead socially;
unwillingness to judge supposedly little
sins which consequently grow into big
ones; pride; failure to testify and to live
openly for God.
What Happens to a Backslider?
God warns his rebellious child, but He
also must correct him with punishment.
And the farther Lot strayed from God, the
heavier God's hand became upon him.
One wrong choice led to another, each
one a step downward. Eventually, Lot
moved right into Sodom and settled down
in that wicked place. Probably, he never
dreamed in his early years that such a
thing would happen. We suppose it was his
wealth that led him there.
Strangely
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enough, the Bible does not mention the occasion of his moving there, but that he
was dwelling in his own house in the city
when the delivering angels came.
The first punishment had been his capture in the raid on Sodom. Now he was
punished by the vexation that comes from
dwelling among wicked people. "For that
righteous man dwelling among them, in
seeing and hearing, vexed his righteous
soul from day to day with their unlawful
deeds," II Peter 2:8. It is good to know
that he was vexed, that he wasn't entirely
complacent with conditions about him. He
must have felt like a fish out of water. A
Christian is never at home in worldly surroundings, and that is part of his punishment.
But why didn't Lot move out?
The longer he stayed, the more tied to
the place he became. Some of his daughters married ungodly men there. His other
daughters learned the morals of the place.
He became prominent, occupying a seat
in the gate of the city, Gen. 19:1. This
probably meant that he was a judge, v. 9 ;
Prov. 31:23. Worldly people like to have
a compromising Christian among their
leaders for the sake of appearance (for
awhile!). This is still true—we often sorrow to see church people in places of
prominence on committees for worldly
functions, and professed believers serving
in office with modernists in denominational
and other religious organizations.
But Abraham, living a separated life on
the mountain, would have had far more
influence than Lot, for Lot had lost all
spiritual authority in the city and even in
his own family. The Scofield Bible comments : "Lot had utterly lost his testimony.
In gaining influence, he had lost power
even in his own family."
Two angels in human bodies visited Lot
to warn him of the coming doom of Sodom.
Lot quickly learned how futile had been
any effort on his part to influence the city
for God. He was completely powerless to
protect these "men" from a ruthless mob
that wanted to abuse them, Gen. 19:1-12.
Then he went to the homes of his daughters and told them of impending doom.
"But he seemed as one that mocked unto
his sons-in-law." No wonder Lot's wife
looked back when they fled the city the
next day for her daughters and their families were left behind to perish. Alas for the
man who compromises and then, too late,
tries to undo his evil influence and win to
God those who should have been won before!
Lot lost everything but his own life
when Sodom was destroyed. When the
city was burned by fire and brimstone
from heaven, every bit of his wealth was
destroyed. Really, that was a good riddance for him, for it had been the cause
of his trouble. True, he got his wife and
two unmarried daughters out of Sodom,
(Continued on page 326)
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you going. That's my bikesickle. It don't
knock peoples down; it lifts them up.
"Ven I vas vashing the odder day, FaH"
•Hllllll llllllllll
I |
|(|||'"
•
< "• •••»••
....,.„[!] ther say, 'You take a text und let it soak
in. I vill talk it into you; then you can
Sophie . . . Called to Scrub
I guess you better pray.' She vant God to talk it out.' You see ve can't talk all the
keep her ofer night.
And Preach
time. Ve must be mummies sometimes.
"But ve mustn't stop to pick the crook"I say, 'Father, I haf no meeting to go
FOR YOUNG P E O P L E
edness out of peoples, or ve gets cross- to; but You know my number. If Vou vant
eyed. Ven my lady found fault, I say, me anyvere You send for me.'
{Concluded from last issue)
Wow, Lord, this is You vorking for this
"Ven I got home there vas a call for a
IFTEEN years later the same mission lady. There is six tubs to get out. Now if Brooklyn meeting. So I fix up a little. I
worker had the privilege of listening she say "hurry" again, don't You notice tell you, brutter, God is a good dressmaker,
to another of Sophie's sermons. The pass- her at all.'
if you only try Him vunce. He is very
"That's the vay I keep patient. If you economical und makes little go a great
ing years had changed her but little. She
wore the same happy and contented smile. lose patience you lose ground; und ground vays. Now this tie I got on—it vas a nightShe had grown stout; and when questioned is property, und you don't vant to lose that. cap vunce. Father suggest I make it ofer.
All Christians ought to be sweet; they I vear my eferyday clothes now; but ven
she said, "Oh, yes, vy shouldn't I ? Jesus'
religion vas no lean religion. I haf luf for are a preserfed people, 'preserfed in Je- I get to Heafen I haf my Sunday clothes,
breakfast, joy for dinner und peace for sus Christ.' But some of them must haf und you von't know me.
fell into the pickle-jar—they are so sour.
supper.
"Ven I get to Brooklyn, my memory
"I find the only vay to lif the right life
"Last year I spend not a penny for
slipped off; I couldn't tell the street. I
is
to
commit
suicide
efery
day.
You
haf
to
meat; und at the end of the year I had on
stand in the road und say, 'Father, I vork
die daily und go to your own funeral.
my back thirty pounds more alretty, und
hard all day on the scrub, und I can't go
You die to mean self, und then you haf to
a missionary in Africa on vat I safed."
back home for the street. Vill you please
up und die to good self; und the sooner
be so kind as to tell me the place? You
He asked if she was working as hard as
you die, the better you lif. I vent to my
ever.
know all things.' No doubt the Lord
own funeral und come back alife. I vas
"Oh, yes; you know I vas called to buried und corned up on the other side. I smiled on me vile I stood in the middle of
the street; but by und by He say, 'My
scrub und preach. I vas a borned preacher, vas resurrected.
child, it is Prospect Place; vun 'block
und as I vas poor, I learned to vork.
"A mans say to me, 'There is no here- around the corner.' I thank Him und go.
"There are some peoples who are consecrated—all but their hands; they don't after.' 'Veil,' I say, 'there is a bright now,
"I haf a God you can talk mit in the
vant to vork; but I represent a toiling Je- if you serfe Jesus.'
street. You don't haf to vait till you get
"He say, 'Vich you rather haf—a guilty to prayer meeting. He is an eferyday God;
sus. He vasn't afraid to vork. His hands
vas rough; und ven my hands gets hard conscience und a million dollars, or a not a Sunday God only. I vant a Monday
from playing on my piano—that's vat I clear conscience mitout the million?'
God; und vun that vill go mit me all the
calls my vashboard—I say, 'They arc like
" I told him I vas a lucky child, for I veek.
Jesus' hands now.'
"A man say to me, 'Vy you no haf any
got a clear conscience, und vas the child
"Veil, I vork so hard, the defil he gif of a millionaire. That's better as hafing gods on your church vails?' I say, T haf
me a backache; he takes you in the back, the million yourself; you don't haf the God in my heart; that vas better as on the
or head, or anyvere. You know he put Job vorry und care of the money, und all you vails. Your gods on the vails can't hear
mit boils from his feets to his head. So I haf to do if you vant something is to say, prayer; my God in my heart does.'
gets me a rocking-chair; but I haf no time
Father, please, I vant so-und-so,' und He
"Everybody has a god. Some people's
to sit in it, und I vas alvays falling ofer gif it. Sometimes I may be short in pocket, god is good clothes; others' is their stomthe rockers. Father say, 'You gif that chair but I haf alvays a full heart und a rich achs. Others just make a god of themselfs,
to the poor sick mans next door. You just Father.
und vorship; but these vas not the liffing
lean on Me now, Sophie, und I vill be your
"Of course the defil tries me. He got a God. I haf a life God, und He dvells mit
rocking-chair.'
permit to try J o b ; but the Lord put a me. Say, brutter, the man vat don't got
"A vomans I vash for say, 'Sophie, vill hedge around Job, und all the defil could the Holy Spirit in him vas a valkfn<*
do vas to make corns on his feets trotting corpse, that's all.
you vash for me in Heafen?'
"Veil, after the meeting, a lady tooked
" I say, 'Yew got to get vashed before around that hedge—he couldn't touch Job.
you get there.' She vas alvays finding So he gets a permit to try Sophie; but ven me home mit her. She say, 'Sophie, you
fault. I call her Mrs. Vorry. There is a he comes ringing my bell, I alvays send must be ferry tired. Take a sup of this
Jesus to the door. I say, 'Lord, You tend vine, it's homemade.'
large family of those peoples.
the bell. There's that old fellow there, und
" 'No,' say I, 'those homemade defils is
"She vould say, 'Hurry, Sophie; hurry!'
You know how to settle mit him.'
just as bad as any.' Ve must be careful
"I tell you, brutter, hurry-vorry is the
"He tries to send up his fisiting card. You see the drunkard haf vun policeman
defil's doctrine; peace und qviet is the
Lord's. I used to trafel on the hurry-vorry You know, brutter, discouragemen is the to vatch him; but the Christian haf six
peoples to vatch him—ven he is out of
train, ven I used to lif in the Sefenth of defil's fisiting card; but I don't took it.
church.
"They haf so sugared him up these days
Romans; but I moofed out of the neighborhood on to Thanksgifing Afenue; und that you hardly know him; but he is
• ",MJ £ ° S S S a y ' ' S o P h i e , vere you vas last
now I starts my train from the Eighth of around just the same. His promises is like night? Did you go fishing?'
Romans, vere there is no condemnation. cream-puffs, mitout the cream—puffed up,
" 'Yes,' I say, 'I vas down in the DiaJesus is the engineer, und there is no col- but holler inside. He comes to me und mond Patch'—that's vat I call Chinatown,
lisions on that road.
says 'How you feel, Sophie; how you ihere are so many diamonds in the rough
leel? I say, 'Nefer you mind; I don't as- that you can get out und polish up for Je"Veil, my lady vas on the hurry train,
sociate mit your Mrs. Feel. I valk mit Mrs. sus; it's a good place to fish—they haf
und got no time to pray till the vash vas
Faith.' That's the vay I lif the eagle life.
meetings there till midnight. So I can vork
out. She don't care for God in the mornGod puts wings on me und I soar abuf the
ing; but ven it gets dark, she say, 'Sophie,
days for myself, und nights for the Lord.
defil; und God vill put veels in you to keep
A rich vomans on Fifth Afenue, vere I
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vork, gif me a bag ven I vas leafing. She
say, 'That vill do for your Sunday dinner,
Sophie, und safe you buying.' So I got
the bag; und if there vasn't only three
crusts of bread in it! They vas as hard as
the voman's heart. I vouldn't haf her disposition for the world. I thought, 'If I
eat that bread, I break my store teeth und
it cost me then three dollars to get them
mended.' But I soak the bread, und safe
fife cents und ride to the mission.
"Suppose I don't haf a good supper; I
can feast on Jesus. He is a dining room
vat is open day und night. He is honey in
the comb.
"In the car vas a rich mans. I gif him a
tract. He say, 'You think you can confert
me?'
"I say, 'It vill not spoil your complexion if you get conferted.'
"He say, 'My, but you are a smooth
article
" I say, 'Vy shouldn't I be? The Lord
has been sand-papering me for thirty
years. It's about time He got the etges off.'
"That's the vay, brutter; preach as you
go. I keep it up now for thirty years.
They all know me around the mission.
Some of the men say, 'Hello, Mutter; can't
you gif me a cup of coffe?' I say, 'Yes, my
hoy; then you come to meeting.'
"They come; und the poor fellows all
goes to sleep. But they say, 'Ven Sophie
speaks, push m e ' ; und you can see them
begin to knock each other avake ven I get
up. They all vant to hear me, because they
know I luf them. I luf eferybody—not because they are lufly but because Jesus lufs
them.
"I knowed a mans vat vas going to
Africa to preach, und the boards von't
send him. He vas full mit the Holy Ghost
und a luf for souls. But they say he vas
too old und they haf not much money.
Veil, the Lord He do some things the
boards von't d o ; und He say 'Sophie, I
gif you vork; you send that mans out.'
The other boards von't take him so I send
him out on the vashboard. There is money
in the old vashboard yet. Now he do good
vork, safe many souls, haf a good church
for many years.
"A little vile ago Father say, 'Sophie,
they vant an organ mit that mans, und he
got no board behind him except your
vashboard. I gif you thirty days' vork, und
you buy the organ.' So I got it; und ven
I play on my piano—vashboard—here, I
say they play on that organ there. Und
ven I am tired, I listen for that music und
say, 'How those poor heathen enjoy it!'
"Veil, vun of these days our Lord vill
come mit power und great glory, as Brutter Paul say in First Thessalonians 4 : 1 7 :
'Then ve vich are alife und remain shall
be caught up together mit them in the
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air.' Brutter, see that you haf your hand on some
sinner's shoulder, und take him mit you."
—Selected.
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Paul Redcay
T Calvary our redemption was purchased. Oh what a great love was
manifested there. God's love to a lost and
dying word. John 3:16, "For God so loved
the world that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish but have everlasting
life."

A

Human love is very limited. Human
love will not love its enemies. Yet the
Word says we should love our enemies. So
we must have the love of God shed abroad
in our hearts by the Holy Ghost. This
salvation is all worked out, all we need to
do is this—I John 1:9, "If we confess our
sins he is faithful and just to forgive us
our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness." Oh, how we ought to love
such a merciful God. Oh, if we can only
get a glimpse of how God's heart longs
for people to turn to him! Just listen to
God plead to all unsaved—Isaiah 1:18,
"Come now, let us reason together, saith
the Lord: though your sins be as scarlet,
they shall be as white as snow; though
they be red like crimson, they shall be as
wool.
I can see here God's heart going out for
those of His creation. It does not matter
how sinful we are if we trust His great
love and repent and tell Him we are sorry
indeed He will fill our hearts with love
and joy unspeakable. Isaiah 5 5 : 1 , "Ho,
everyone that thirsteth, come ye to the
waters, and he that hath no money; come
ye, buy, and eat; yea come, buy wine and
milk without money and without price."
Oh the great invitation to come to God and
get rid of the old man, the devil, the
prince and power of the air. If we refuse
to repent and accept this salvation, our
portion will be in hell with the devil and
his angels. God loves us so much; let us
love Him in return, and please Him that
we may have eternal life after death. We
read in the fourteenth chapter of St. Luke
about the wedding and when all things
were ready all men made excuses and the
king said this—Luke 14:24, "For I say
unto you, that none of those men which
were bidden shall taste of my supper."
The same if we reject Christ, we can expect to spend eternity in hell with the devil
and his angles. It's only reasonable that
we accept this Christ who died for us.
What more could God and his Son do for
us? John 15:13, "Greater love hath no
man than this that a man lay down his
life for his friends." Could a friend of
yours do more than this? He could give
you a new home or a new car. Would that
be more? Or he could give you a very
high position where you would make a lot
of money and so forth, yet to give your
life is more than any man can do. Just

think! God the Father and His Son loved
us so that God sent Jesus and He willingly
died. When they crucified Him He said,
"Father, forgive them." St. Luke 23:34,
"Then said Jesus, Father forgive them; for
they know not what they do". This shows
Jesus' love for us.
In Isaiah 53:6 it says this, "All we like
sheep have gone astray;- we have turned
every one to his own way; and the Lord
hath laid on him the iniquity of us all."
We all see here how that we have nothing
good of ourselves. We are all sinners—no
matter how good a life we have lived and
how much good we have done, we all need
to repent and accept Christ and be born
again as we read in John 3:3. This must
take place before we can enter Heaven.
If it does not, hell again is our portion.
Also in Isaiah 64:6. "But we are all as an
unclean thing and all our righteousnesses
are as filthy rags; and we all do fade as
a leaf; and our iniquities, like the wind,
have taken us away." We have not anything good to bring. We are as worthless
as the dust of the earth. We in ourselves
haven't a bit of righteousness. Our flesh
is carnal. We all do fade as a leaf. We
may leave our home alive and come back
dead. We are as the flowers of the field
—we have life but when the hot sun shines
upon these flowers and grass they wither at
once. That is the way man is.
But say, we have something to rejoice
over if we are Christians. We have the
righteousness of Jesus, praise God. Romans 10:4, "For Christ is the end of the
law for righteousness to every one that believeth." Also we can rejoice that our
names are written in heaven. St. Luke
10:20, "Notwithstanding in this rejoice
not, that the spirits are subject unto you;
but rather rejoice, because your names are
written in heaven." I say that heaven is
the most beautiful place that ever existed.
I think the sweetest singing ever heard will
be in heaven. Friends, heaven is worth
any price. We in our minds cannot realize
the joy that will be in heaven when all the
Christians gather over there, I would not
miss it for anything. Revelation 25:4,
"And God shall wipe away all tears from
their eyes; and there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor crying."
Let us look at love. We say God loves
us. Indeed He does. Now then, will He
give us everything we ask for? Love does
not work that way. Love is pure. Love is
the greatest unseen power. Love is from
God, I John 4 : 7 . Christians are the only
ones who have true love. I John 4:8, "God
is love."
Bless the Lord, 0 my soul, and forget
not all his benefits. Psa. 103:2.
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OUR POTENTIAL SELVES
H E experiments in the field of psychology reveal great potentialities and vast
unused possibilities in the human mind
and in human personality. Post-mortem
examinations of the brains of geniuses
yielded the evidence that not over twenty
per cent of the neural centers of the brain
cells are developed. This means that only
a fractional part of the potential or possible mental power was used, even by the
most accomplished genius.
We never know what is going to come
out of a person, even though we take the
person to be a mediocre type. If this
mediocre person were to go to the limit of
his potentialities, he would far surpass the
greatest genius of which we know now.
Take Peter who was impetuous and cowardly, but after the power of God—through
the Holy Spirit—transformed him, that
cowardice was turned into boldness and
deliberate action.
Quite often the real self is hidden under
apparent self. It takes the power of God
to bring out the potential self. People are
so wrapped up with their temporal selves
that they cannot see the eternal. The actual
active life is so pronouncedly to the fore
that the latent talents are submerged and
hardly ever come to the surface. In this
sense, most people live a submarine life.
When Joseph, the boy dreamer, came to
the surface, he found himself ruler of
Egypt and savior of his brethren. David,
the despised shepherd lad, rose to become
the revered monarch of his nation. Saul
of Tarsus, the zealous persecutor of the
Christians, became the great missionary to
the Gentile world as the Apostle Paul. The
unnoticed clerk in the shoe store became
the world's popular evangelist, Dwight L.

T

Moody.
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The best ways to realize your highest
possible self, are:
(1) To believe in yourself. Visualize
your highest possible self and recognize
your ability to reach it. Self-discovery and
self-development go hand in hand in making our potential selves an actuality.
Admitting to yourself what you may
become in the hands of God, is a great step
toward a full surrender to God. The fullest self can never be realized, unless one is
totally given over to God.
(2) To make the most of life's opportunities. The blessings of a Christian home,
the benefits of a Christian education, the
social asset of Christian friends, the discipline of every day business, the suffering
and hardship of the crisis of life, all bring
out our latent and potential possibilities.
These are means of self-realization.
(3) To capitalize on our heredity. Heredity gives a start, but it determines little.
It is the moral slacker who blames his
grandparents for his short comings. Take
&b

what heredity stock-in-trade you have and
start a new heredity. It is up to you
whether you succeed or not.
In keeping with Romans 8:16-17, we
may use the resources of our divine heredity. We are "heirs of God, and jointheirs with Christ." We need to anchor
our faith in God's power to bring out our
potentialities. We utilize His power.
(4) To persist in hopefulness, joyfulness, cheerfulness, optimism, courage, and
determination.
(5) To seek first the kingdom of heaven,
to achieve a friendly spirit, to maintain victory over sin, to bear other's burdens, and
to be a servant of humanity by giving your
life in sacrificial service.
In conclusion I would say: if we, like
Jesus, look beneath Simon we are sure to
find Cephas waiting. John 1:42. Faith in
the power of Christ sets one free to become
one's real and living self.—Selected.

What God Does for the
Backslider
(Continued form page 323)
but he didn't get Sodom out of his wife
and daughters. For his wife looked back
upon the city and became a pillar of salt.
His daughters lived with him in a cave,
but they make him drunk and practiced
incest, Gen. 19:12-38.
Thus Lot spent his last days in unhappiness and poverty in a cold cave with
his wicked daughters. How much better
if, like the returning prodigal later, he had
gone back to Abraham and lived with
him! What a warning to every Christian
is the life of Lot!
What Does God Do for the Backslider?
But there is a bright side to all this sad
story, that of God's providential care for
Lot.
God thought a great deal of this purchased soul of His, this man Lot. He
yearned for His child to come back, had
given him many warnings. He would do
anything to get him back, to keep his soul
from hell.
God would—and did destroy Sodom
rather than allow Sodom to destroy Lot.
If the destruction of Sodom is a type of
all judgment upon the wicked (II Peter
2:5, 6 and other N. T. passages), then
Lot's escape is typical of the rescue from
judgment that God brings to pass for all
His children, II Pet. 2:7. "They shall
never perish," John 10:28.
It was God that caused Abraham to intercede for Sodom, that it might not be
destroyed if ten righteous people were
found in it. Abraham's concern was not
so much for the whole city, but for his
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nephew, Gen. 18:17-23. And his prayer
was answered, "God remembered Abraham
and sent Lot out of the midst of the overthrow," Gen. 19:29.
It was God that sent the angels to deliver Lot in Genesis 19. The angels even
had to lead Lot out, taking him and his
family by hand, for he found it so hard
to leave. "And when the morning arose,
then the angels hastened Lot, saying, Arise,
take thy wife, and thy two daughters,
which are here; lest thou be consumed in
the iniquity of the city. And while he
lingered, the men laid hold upon his
hands, and upon the hand of his wife, and
upon the hand of his two daughters; the
Lord being merciful unto him: and they
brought him forth and set him without the
city." (Gen. 19:15, 16). As long as Lot
"lingered" God could not destroy the city.
"Haste thee, escape thither, for I cannot do
anything till thou be come thither," verse
22.
The strangest thing is that Lot should
have to be warned, "Escape for thy life;
look not behind thee, neither stay thou in
all the plain; escape to the mountain, lest
thou be consumed." Yet, after God so
graciously delivered him, he refused to believe that God could care for him in the
mountains where he directed him to go.
Astonishingly, Lot prayed that "little"
Zoar, another wicked city of the plain, be
spared in order that he might live there!
How he clung to the idea of living in a
city of the plain; how he hated to go to
the mountains where Abraham lived safely
so many years! God did spare Zoar; in
fact there was still a place of that name
in Jeremiah's day. But God put a fear in
Lot's heart of the men of Zoar so that he
did not stay there long. He finally went
to the mountains with his daughters. And
their posterity were always a curse to
Abraham's family, the chosen nation of
Israel.
But the wonderful thing of it all was
how mercifully God delivered Lot. He
did not permit His child to remain always
in wicked Sodom. He did care for him in
spite of his waywardness, did ever keep
His eye upon him. He did describe Lot in
the New Testament as a just and righteous
man, never referring to his sins. We fully
expect to meet Lot in heaven.
But oh! how much better if Lot had
turned back to the Lord when his sin was
showed to him, as David did.
When
David was rebuked, he said simply and
humbly, "I have sinned against the Lord."
II Sam. 12:13. He penned the wonderful
fifty-first Psalm, the cry of a contrite heart
coming back to God. He took his punishment without complaint, and he lived to
serve the Lord with all his heart. Would
to God that every backslidden believer
would so return to the Saviour.
Are you, reader, in Lot's position, living
a worldly, compromising life? Then come
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Reports
(Continued from page 319)
ing on Friday afternoon. We trust that
they will be more able to fight the good
fight of faith successfully through the coming year.
We were able to lodge more people than
in any previous year. We surely appreciate
the interest of the church in this work, both
in attendance and finances. The Lord blessed
again both spiritually and financially in
supplying all our need, for which we praise
Him. A very fine spirit prevailed throughout the entire camp. Many gave expression
that it was the best camp yet held, while
others said it was the most enjoyable days
they have ever known. Our prayer is that
it may continue to be a blessing to the
church, to the community, and to the enrichment and salvation of many souls.
Humbly submitted,
A. C. Zook, Sec.

— MARRIAGES —
CASSEL - HENDERSON — On Wednesday,
June 3, 1942, a t 12 o'clock there occurred the
marriage of Sr. Bernice Mae, daughter of Bro.
and Sr. Walter Henderson of Gormley, Ont., to
Bro. Harvey W. Cassel, son of the late Bro.
and Sr. Oliver Cassel of Preston, Ontario.
They were united in marriage at the home of
the bride's parents by Rev. E. C. Bossert of
Buffalo, N. T.
May God's blessing accompany them through
life.
ENGBRECHT-BEROr—On Wednesday, August 19, 1942, at 5:30 P. M., Eld. J. J. Engbrecht
from Freeman, S. D. and Sr. Eva Berg from
Freeman, S. D., were united in marriage at the
parsonage at 1194 W. 14th St., Des Moines, la.,
by Eld. H. W. Landis.
May God's richest blessing acompany them
through life.

OBITUARIES
COEER—Elder Simon Cober passed away to
his eternal reward on August 3, 1942 a t his
home. He was in his 66 th year. He had been
suffering from hardening of the arteries for
some time, and took a stroke two weeks prior
to his death. He was in bed only two weeks.
His testimony was one of victory.
He was converted at the age of 24 years and
became a faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ Church. In 1913 he was ordained as
minister of the Rosebank congregation and
was faithful in his ministry. His presence,
service, and counsel will be missed by the
congregation.
In 1903 he was united in marriage to Mary
Hess, who predeceased him in 1931.
He leaves to mourn: one son, Irvine at
home; one daughter, Elizabeth, Mrs. Ray
Sider, Blair, Ontario; and one adopted daughter, Mabel, Mrs. Lloyd Battler of Innerkip,
Ontario; also, 14 grandchildren; 3 brothers—
David of Preston, Ontario, and Jacob and Wesley both of Toronto, Ontario; six sisters—
Susanna, Mrs. Cyrus Gingerich of Stevensville,
Ontario; Catharine, Mrs. Jesse Winger of
Walnfleet, Ontario; Annie, Mrs. Ralph Elston,
and Mary, Mrs. Mary Beer, both of Hespeler,
Ontario; Clara, Mrs. Carl Baker of Kindersley,
Saskatchewan; Eliza, Mrs. Norman Reick of
Preston, Ontario; and his step-mother, Mrs.
Elizabeth Cober of Wainfleet, Ontario.
The funeral was conducted from his home
and from the Rosebank Church, with Bish. E.

back in full repentance and God will receive you. "Oh Israel, return unto the
Lord thy God; for thou hast fallen by
thine iniquity. Take with you words, and
turn to the Lord; say unto Him, Take
away all iniquity, and receive us graciously," Hosea 14:1, 2.
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J. Swaim in charge. His text was chosen from
Rev. 3:20-22; 4:1, "Come up hither." Bro.
Swalm was assisted by Bish. Bert Sherk, Bish.
Lafayette Shoalts, Bish. Chas. Baker, and Eld.
John Nigh. There was a large attendance and
21 ministers led the funeral procession from
the church to the adjoining cemetery.
DELI,—Robert Jay Dell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dell, Waterstreet, Pa., was born Nov. 24,
1918 and died Aug. 16, 1942, aged 23 years, 8
months, 22 days. His death was very sudden
as he took sick on Sunday morning and died
the same day a t 10 p. m.
He leaves to mourn his death his wife, one
daughter, father, mother, four brothers and
three sisters.
Funeral services were held in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Beck at 2:30 p. m. The service
was in charge of Elder E. C. Flewelling, assisted by Elder H. Walls. Interment a t the
Lutheran cemetery, Yellow Springs, Pa.

Relief and Service Notes
(Continued from page 314)
Two units have a total of 42 men in hospital service and 11 men are in Puerto Rico
doing rehabilitation work among the native
peasants. In the Public Health Service program at Crestview, Florida, there are 17
men and at the Federal Research Center at
Beltsville, Maryland, 41 men are now in
service.
* * * * * * *
Detached Service
With a rapidly increasing number of boys
assigned to Civilian Public Service, it is the
intention of the Mennonite Central Committee and the other administrative agencies
to place as many boys as possible on some
form of detached service. By detached service is meant: (1) such out-of-camp service
as dairy or hospital work that the Government approves. This form of detached service provides maintenance for the boys:
board, rooms, medical care, and work clothing replacement. Any financial returns are
placed in a fund to be used in relief work.
(2) Service in administrative offices of the
C.P.S. program.
To date, detached service has not been
opened widely due to a combination of difficulties in procedure. Prospects at present
indicate that in the future this form of
service will expand. Assignments to detached service are made on a voluntary
basis. Before any boy can be assigned to
detached service, he must first spend at
least two months in a camp during which
time he can prove his ability to be a cooperative camper and demonstrate his understanding of the implications of the nonresistant position.
* * * * * * *
The Service of Canadian C. O.'s
Around 700 C.O.'s are now in Canadian
camps provided for such boys. 18 of these
camps are in British Columbia where fire
fighting has been the camp project and according to reports, a strenuous one. A few
camps are in Alberta and one is in Ontario.
The first C. O.'s from the Mennonite
Church to join the Civilian Fire Fighting
Corps have arrived safely in England. Concerning the possible work of such boys, Bro.
John E. Coffman stated in a letter of July
30 from London that in his opinion there
would be numerous opportunities for a constructive service that will express the conscience of the Mennonite boys.
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in individual cases and is not a blanket provision. It is first necessary for a man to
•get IV-E classification in order to establish
his sincerity. Having attained this there is
then the prospect of securing II-A classification.
For further information on the above and
for data on possible internship in U. S.
Public Health Service Hospitals, interested
persons are invited to correspond with the
Mennonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa.
•Camps Begin Fall Educational Program
With the approach of autumn, camps are
beginning the first quarter of their "academic year" by setting a revised educational program into action. In the new program
the Core Course on Mennonite history and
principles will be offered in one quarter
which consists of a three months' period.
Other basic courses are Bible Study and
First Aid.
Depending on campees' desires and available teachers, the various camps will offer
courses in crafts, music, foreign languages,
public speaking, agriculture, typing, bookkeeping, etc. Teachers will be supplied
largely from the camp staff and also from
within the camp groups themselves.
Canadian Civilian Service News
A committee has been appointed to take
care of the work involved in providing for
the dependents of young Mennonite men in
the Canadian CO. camps . . .
Bro. E. J. Swalm has been appointed to
tour civilian camps in western Canada in a
spiritual ministry to the boys. Bro. Harold
Sherk is serving in the same capacity in
eastern Canada. . .
The brethren who have been sent to England for fire-fighting work are Clayton
Schantz of Preston, Ontario, and Cecil
Cressman of Kitchener, Ontario.
RELIEF NOTES
As Another Winter Approaches in, France
An August 15 letter from Bro. J. N. Byler
suggests that relief work in France is likely
to be difficult because of the problem of
securing foodstuffs. It is refreshing to note,
however, that for some time at least the
Mennonite relief program is assured. For
one of the colonies and the cantine Bro.
Byler states: "We were able to buy dried
and tightly packed vegetables for soup once
a day for six months for both the colony
and cantine."
Arrangements with the city of Lyon are
such that relief by our workers can continue
to the many children of this French city.
* * * * * *
MENNONITE COLLEGES AND WARTIME PROBLEMS
A STATEMENT OF POSITION AND
PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

Information for Medical Students

Adopted by the Conference of Mennonite
and Affiliated College Administrators,
Winona Lake, Indiana, August 7, 1942

Information has reached the Akron, Pa.
office to the effect that Selective Service
System is willing to appeal for II-A classification for IV-E men who are in good
standing in medical schools. This is done

Being by reason of our religious belief
and our historic Mennonite convictions committed to the way of life taught and exemplified by Jesus as a way of love to all men
and ministry to all human needs, and being
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accordingly conscientiously opposed t o p a r ticipation in w a r in a n y f o r m as a violation
of t h a t w a y of life, w e desire to set forth
our common position on t h e p r o b l e m s which
face our colleges as a r e s u l t of t h e w a r and
t h e needs, both p r e s e n t and prospective, r e s u l t i n g from it.
1. We p r o p o s e t o continue a s t r o n g Christ i a n educational p r o g r a m w i t h emp h a s i s on a t y p e of g e n e r a l college
education which will s t r e n g t h e n Christ i a n f a i t h and c h a r a c t e r and equip
y o u n g people w i t h a basic philosophy
of life which will help t h e m to m e e t
successfully t h e problems t h a t await
t h e m as t h e y go out into t h e p r e s e n t
and the p o s t - w a r world, and p r e p a r e
t h e m t o r e n d e r a n effective m i n i s t r y t o
i t s needs.
2. W e shall continue and s t r e n g t h e n o u r
peace t e s t i m o n y within our schools and
churches, and elsewhere a s o p p o r t u n i t y
m a y afford.
3. We desire to p r o m o t e a m o n g our
faculty, s t u d e n t s , and
constituency
positive service to our local communities, t o t h e n a t i o n a s a whole, and t o
t h e world in t h i s t i m e of g r e a t need.
W e pledge ourselves, accordingly, to
p r o m o t e t h e following f o r m s of service:
A. To r e c r u i t and p r e p a r e s t u d e n t s a n d
faculty for needy services which
w e can conscientiously p e r f o r m ; and
to cultivate t h e spirit of sacrificial
m i n i s t r y to h u m a n needs.
B. To p r o m o t e giving to relief a n d r e construction n e e d s ,
particularly
through
t h e Mennonite
Central
Committee and its p r o g r a m .
C. To encourage s u p p o r t of t h e Civilian
Public Service P r o g r a m provided by
t h e g o v e r n m e n t and operated by t h e
Mennonite C e n t r a l C o m m i t t e e .
D. To s u p p o r t t h e sale of Civilian
Bonds a s m a d e available b y t h e government through the
Mennonite
Central Committee.
4. W e find ourselves u n a b l e t o accept
from
the government
assignments
which would c o m m i t u s t o p a r t i c i p a t i o n
in t h e w a r effort, since t h i s would r e quire us to violate our consciences and
deny t h e f a i t h a n d h e r i t a g e of t h e
churches which sponsor and s u p p o r t
o u r colleges. Specifically t h i s m e a n s
inability t o p a r t i c i p a t e in t h e following
federal p r o g r a m s :
A. R e c r u i t i n g and t r a i n i n g m e n for a n y
b r a n c h of t h e a r m e d services as is
required in t h e g o v e r n m e n t ' s Enlisted Reserve p r o g r a m , u n d e r such
p l a n s as t h e N a v y V - l , V-7, etc.
B. P r o m o t i o n of t h e sale of w a r bonds
or stamps.
C. P r o m o t i o n of s u p p o r t of t h e w a r b y
a n y f o r m of p r o p a g a n d a such a s
posters, c h a p e l
announcements,
s p e a k e r s , m a t e r i a l in school publications, a n d t h e like.
5. A t t h e s a m e t i m e we shall continue t o
cultivate a w a r m spirit of loyalty t o o u r
country, a n d a Christian p a t r i o t i s m
which leads t o devotion to t h e h i g h e s t
w e l f a r e of t h e land, a n d which w e believe will lead to t h e finest possible
contribution of our nation to t h e welf a r e of t h e e n t i r e world. W e a r e devoted t o t h e constitution, and t h e
democratic t r a d i t i o n s and i n s t i t u t i o n s
of o u r country, a n d shall continue t o
cultivate respect for and loyalty to o u r
democratic h e r i t a g e , and a desire t o
improve a n d s t r e n g t h e n it.
6. We propose to set up a t r a i n i n g pro-
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g r a m for prospective w o r k e r s in relief
and r e c o n s t r u c t i o n service, both a t
home a n d abroad, which can be offered
t o conscientious objectors who a r e will-*
i n g t o v o l u n t e e r for service, provided
a r r a n g e m e n t s can be m a d e w i t h Selective Service w h e r e b y m e n in such
t r a i n i n g c a n be a s s i g n e d to such service e i t h e r before or a f t e r induction into
Civilian Public Service.
7. We a p p r e c i a t e t h e freedom of conscience vouchsafed us by our governm e n t , and w e s u g g e s t t h a t each college
m a k e its position known to its s t u d e n t s
and constituency, and to t h e g o v e r n m e n t agencies involved, w i t h a view t o
b e t t e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g and g r e a t e r a p p r e c i a t i o n of our position, in o r d e r t h a t
good r e l a t i o n s w i t h t h e g o v e r n m e n t
and o u r communities m a y be m a i n t a i n ed, and o u r peace t e s t i m o n y as well a s
our g e n e r a l w i t n e s s m a y be more effective.
8. We a n t i c i p a t e t h a t t h e position we a r e
taking may bring heavier burdens
upon our colleges, t h a n in peace t i m e ,
and t h e r e f o r e solicit from our churches
increased s u p p o r t in counsel, in finance, and in p r a y e r , t h a t we m a y continue to serve well o u r y o u n g people
and o u r churches, and m a y increase
r a t h e r t h e n reduce o u r usefulness.
ACTION
I t w a s moved and passed t h a t we a u t h o r ize t h e creation of a committee of r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of all Mennonite Colleges desiring to p a r t i c i p a t e in t h e civilian service
t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m , whose d u t y it shall be to
f o r m u l a t e m o r e specific p l a n s t o p r e s e n t to
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t h e colleges; and t h a t we i n s t r u c t this comm i t t e e to work w i t h and t h r o u g h t h e Mennonite Central Committee and t h e National
Service Board for Religious Objectors in
a r r a n g i n g for t h e P r o g r a m . This Committee shall be known as T h e C o m m i t t e e for
Civilian Service T r a i n i n g in Mennonite OolMENNONITE COLLEGES
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